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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Events unfold over time, i.e. they have a beginning and endpoint. Previous studies have illustrated
the importance of endpoints for event perception and memory. However, this work has only
discussed events with a self-evident endpoint, and the internal temporal structure of events has
not received much attention. In this study, we hypothesise that event cognition computes
boundedness, an abstract feature of the internal temporal structure of events. We further
hypothesise that sensitivity to boundedness aﬀects how individual temporal slices of events
(such as event midpoints or endpoints) are processed and integrated into a coherent event
representation. The results of three experiments conﬁrm these hypotheses. In Experiment 1,
viewers identiﬁed the class of bounded (non-homogeneous, culminating) and unbounded
(homogeneous, non-culminating) events in a categorisation task. In Experiments 2 and 3, viewers
reacted diﬀerently to temporal disruptions in bounded versus unbounded events. We conclude
that boundedness shapes how events are temporally processed.
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Introduction
The cognitive representation of events
Events unfold over time and can be deﬁned as temporal
segments with “a beginning and an end” (Zacks &
Tversky, 2001). For instance, an event of climbing a
mountain begins with people at the mountain foot and
ends at the moment people reach the mountain top.
Much work on event segmentation has explored how
viewers determine the beginning and end of an event.
Event Segmentation Theory (EST; Zacks et al., 2007) proposes that people form predictions about what is happening next based on the current event model; when
important situation features change, the predictions
are no longer accurate. As a result, people update the
current event model and perceive the moment of
accumulating change as an event boundary. The
change can be perceptual, such as new spatial location,
direction or speed of a motion (e.g. a train arriving at
the station; Magliano et al., 2001; Newtson et al., 1977;
Zacks et al., 2007), or conceptual, such as the achievement of a goal (e.g. a researcher arriving at a conclusion;
Baldwin et al., 2001; Newtson, 1973; Vallacher & Wegner,
1987; Wilder, 1978; Zacks & Swallow, 2007; see also
Papenmeier et al., 2019, for an alternative proposal to
EST on which event boundaries may be identiﬁed
through backward inferences, rather than predictive perception). A complementary framework known as the
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Event-Indexing model (Zwaan et al., 1995) posits that
people construct and update a coherent event representation on the basis of several dimensions (including temporal, spatial, protagonist-related, causal and intentional
aspects of the event).
Event boundaries have a privileged status in event
comprehension and memory, and provide anchors for
later learning and describing of events (e.g. Boltz, 1995;
Huﬀ et al., 2012; Newtson & Engquist, 1976; for an overview, see Radvansky & Zacks, 2017). For instance, objects
present at an event boundary are retrieved more easily
than objects present at any moment between event
boundaries (Swallow et al., 2009). Furthermore, event
endpoints appear to be particularly important compared
to event beginnings. For instance, many studies on
motion events have revealed a source-goal asymmetry:
the goal of motion (i.e. the endpoint, as in Felix walked
to the bakery) is more accurately encoded in both
language and memory as opposed to the source (as in
Felix walked out of the room; Lakusta & Landau, 2005,
2012; Papafragou, 2010; Regier & Zheng, 2007; Wagner,
2009). Event endings also have an outsize inﬂuence on
working memory: when observers track and estimate
the number of overlapping motions, asynchronous
endings but not asynchronous beginnings have an
eﬀect on estimation (Ongchoco & Scholl, 2019). Furthermore, the absence of an endpoint can trigger rapid reactions from event viewers. When the endpoint is not in
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sight, even infants as young as 12 months old can
actively infer it from observed actions (Csibra et al.,
2003). Relatedly, when the endpoint of a causally active
event within an event chain remains unseen, adults
form inferences about this event within seconds. For
instance, after watching videos of someone launching
an object (e.g. kicking a soccer ball) followed by the
object’s directed motion (e.g. the ball ﬂying into a
goal), participants mistakenly reported that they saw
the moment of contact at launching, even when it was
actually omitted from the display (Strickland & Keil,
2011). Furthermore, these inferences about event
endings do not rely on prior experience or knowledge
(e.g. in the soccer ball example, both novices and
soccer referees inferred the moment of contact in
similar ways; Brockhoﬀ et al., 2016; see also Papenmeier
et al., 2019).
Previous studies on event representation leave open
two issues. A ﬁrst issue is that, apart from beginnings
and endpoints, other potentially salient temporal landmarks such as midpoints have not received much attention. To our knowledge, only one recent study has
compared event midpoints to both event starting
points and endpoints (Gold et al., 2017). In this study,
participants watched movies of everyday activities (e.g.
setting up for a party) which were composed of a
series of meaningful events (e.g. taking plates and
napkins out of a bag, laying the table, etc.). Some of
the movies were edited by placing cues (a bell sound
along with an arrow pointing to the aﬀected object)
either at event midpoints or at event boundaries. It
was found that cues at event midpoints improved subsequent memory of movies, although the cues were
less eﬀective than cues at event boundaries. These
ﬁndings suggest that event midpoints, although informative to some extent, are less salient compared to
event starting points and endpoints.
The lack of attention to potential temporal landmarks
such as midpoints within an event reﬂects a second
issue: despite the fact that most prior work has only discussed events with a self-evident endpoint (such as the
destination of a motion event), event boundaries and
other temporal landmarks such as midpoints often
need to be deﬁned abstractly. More generally, a proper
theoretical understanding of how midpoints, endpoints
and other temporal landmarks contribute to event representation needs to take into account the speciﬁc temporal proﬁle of individual events. However, until recently,
not much research had looked into the abstract internal
structure of events (but see Huﬀ & Papenmeier, 2017).
In this paper, we propose to address both of these
issues by arguing that the abstract property of boundedness structures the psychological representation of

events and aﬀects how individual temporal slices of
events (such as event midpoints or endpoints) are processed and integrated into a coherent event
representation.

Boundedness and event structure
Inspired by the extensive linguistic literature on situation
aspect (i.e. the linguistic encoding of the temporal
contour of events; see Bach, 1986; Jackendoﬀ, 1991;
Vendler, 1957), we distinguish between two types of
events with diﬀerent internal structures and diﬀerent
ways in which they come to an end. Bounded events
such as the situation described by (1) below are developments leading to a “built-in terminal point” (Comrie,
1976), “climax” (Vendler, 1957) or “culmination”
(Parsons, 1990). Bounded events include an inherent
endpoint, “which is there from the outset and culminates
if not interrupted” (Mittwoch, 2013). In (1), the endpoint
is the moment when the teddy bear got dressed.
Unbounded events such as the situation described by
(2) have a homogenous structure and may terminate at
any arbitrary moment. In (2), the endpoint could be
any moment when the girl stopped patting.
(1) A girl dressed a teddy bear.
(2) A girl patted a teddy bear.
Two properties, homogeneity (Hinrichs, 1985) and
cumulativity (Krifka, 1989, 1998; Taylor, 1977), have
been used to characterise the diﬀerences in the temporal
structure between bounded and unbounded events.
Bounded events are non-homogeneous: if we divide a
bounded event into temporal slices with minimal duration, each slice represents a diﬀerent stage of development. In (1), each temporal slice of dressing a teddy bear
could be a distinct step (e.g. putting the pants on one leg
at a time, fastening a button, etc.). Bounded events are
also non-cumulative: events of the same kind cannot
be simply added up. For instance, if there is an event
of a girl dressing a teddy bear between 9 am and 10
am, and another event of teddy-bear dressing by the
same girl between 10 am and 11 am, the sum of these
two events can no longer be described by (1). Instead,
it results in a new event that can be described as “A
girl dressed two teddy bears.” By contrast, unbounded
events are homogeneous: we can divide an unbounded
event into any number of temporal slices and each slice
can still be regarded as an event of the same kind. In (2),
each moment of the girl’s action is still an event of
patting a teddy bear. Unbounded events are also cumulative, i.e. events of the same kind can be added
together. If an event of a girl patting a teddy bear
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occurs from 9 am to 10 am, and another event of her
patting from 10 am to 11 am, the sum of these two
events leads to the same event of patting a teddy bear.
The diﬀerence in homogeneity and cumulativity
makes the bounded-unbounded distinction in the
event domain reminiscent of the object-substance distinction in the object domain. Bounded events resemble
atomic, structured objects such as a sandcastle. Similar to
objects which specify number as the default dimension
of measurement (Barner & Snedeker, 2005), bounded
events are quantiﬁed by counting how many endpoints
have been achieved. Unbounded events resemble nonatomic substances such as sand. Substances are not
speciﬁed in terms of dimensions of measurement (e.g.
sand may be measured by volume, weight, etc.). Similarly, unbounded events are quantiﬁed according to arbitrary spatio-temporal criteria (e.g. an event of patting a
teddy bear may be measured by its duration, as well as
frequency; cf. Bach, 1986 for linguistic analyses).
Several studies have oﬀered evidence that boundedness can be extracted from communicative signals (e.g.
Malaia et al., 2012; Strickland et al., 2015), and have
used it to explain mappings between the cognitive and
linguistic representation of events (Barner et al., 2008;
Van Hout, 2007, 2016, 2018; Wagner, 2012; Wagner &
Carey, 2003; Wellwood et al., 2018). For present purposes,
a study of particular relevance found that viewers can
form categories corresponding to bounded and
unbounded events after exposure to video clips instantiating the two categories (Ji & Papafragou, 2020, in
press). Furthermore, viewers are better at identifying
the category of bounded events (ibid.), presumably
because of the presence of deﬁned endpoints that
make such events “atomic” and easier to compare and
generalise over. Boundedness distinctions in this paradigm have been shown to diﬀer from completion meanings (e.g. whether the endpoint is realised), and persist
even when participants perform the categorisation task
while engaged in a secondary, linguistic task (Ji & Papafragou, 2020, in press). The fact that viewers extract the
feature of boundedness even when overt linguistic
encoding is blocked reveals that event perception is sensitive to abstract boundedness considerations independent of whether events are encoded linguistically
online. This result strongly raises the expectation that
the psychological representation of event boundedness
has broader, testable implications about how people
track the internal temporal structure of events, including
temporal landmarks such as midpoints and event
boundaries. In the present study, we tested this
expectation.
In Experiment 1, we began by conﬁrming that viewers
are sensitive to diﬀerences in (un)boundedness when
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representing events in a paradigm that builds on prior
work (Ji & Papafragou, 2020, in press). In Experiments 2
and 3, we pursued the hypothesis that sensitivity to
(un)boundedness should aﬀect how viewers process
and weigh temporal slices of diﬀerent events. We
focussed on two speciﬁc predictions that ﬂow from this
hypothesis. First, since bounded events have a ﬁnely
diﬀerentiated internal structure that is deﬁned on the
basis of the availability of an inherent endpoint, we
expected that endpoints should be particularly salient
over other event slices such as midpoints for such
events. By contrast, since unbounded events have a
largely undiﬀerentiated, homogeneous internal structure, endpoints should be treated largely similarly to
midpoints or other points within the event’s temporal
proﬁle. To test this prediction, in Experiment 2 we introduced interruptions at diﬀerent time points in the temporal proﬁle of bounded vs. unbounded events and
measured sensitivity to these interruptions as viewers
learned a novel way of categorising the stimuli.
Second, the ﬁnely diﬀerentiated temporal structure of
bounded events should be more vulnerable to disruptions of temporal sequence compared to the homogeneous temporal structure of unbounded events. To
test this prediction, in Experiment 3, we introduced
global violations of the temporal contours of events
and compared the eﬀects of such violations on the
apprehension of bounded vs. unbounded events.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was a category identiﬁcation task (adapted
from Ji & Papafragou, 2020, in press). Participants were
exposed to pairs of bounded and unbounded events
(separated by a few other videos) and had to extract a
generalisation about one member of these pairs. The
purpose of the study was to ascertain the psychological
reality of (un)boundedness distinctions before we turned
to the implications of this distinction for the way events
are cognitively processed.

Method
Participants
Forty undergraduate students (18 female, 22 male; Mage
= 19.6, age range: 18.1-22.2) at the University of Delaware
participated. Data from an additional adult were collected but excluded because this participant failed to
understand the task and did not ﬁnish all the questions.
Our sample size in this and subsequent experiments was
based on similar work on event perception and event
categorisation (Mereu et al., 2014; Strickland & Keil,
2011; Strickland & Scholl, 2015).
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Stimuli
Sixteen videos of bounded events and sixteen videos of
closely related unbounded events were created (see
Table 1). Related bounded-unbounded videos (i.e. each
row in Table 1) had the same duration (duration: 4-12s,
M = 6.9s) and involved the same actor wearing a blue
shirt. All of the videos began with the actor picking up
an object or tool to perform an action, and came to an
end with the actor putting down the object or tool
(see Figure 1). To create the videos, we were inspired
by the linguistic literature detailing the factors that can
determine whether an event is bounded or unbounded
(see Filip, 2004; Tenny, 1987; cf. Ji & Papafragou, 2020,
in press). We used two sources to create the contrast in
boundedness across related events – the nature of the
action and the nature of the aﬀected object. For half of
the videos, the bounded-unbounded events involved
the same object but diﬀered in terms of the nature of
the action performed on the object: the bounded
event displayed an action that caused a clear and temporally demarcated change of state in the object (e.g.
stack a deck of cards) while its unbounded counterpart
did not involve such a change (e.g. shuﬄe a deck of
cards; see Figure 1a-b). For the other half of the videos,
the bounded and unbounded events involved the
same action but diﬀered in terms of the nature of the
aﬀected object: the bounded event involved a single
object (e.g. blow a balloon) but its unbounded counterpart involved either an unspeciﬁed plurality of objects
or a mass quantity (e.g. blow bubbles; see Figure 1c-d).
We conducted four types of norming studies for these
stimuli. First, to ensure that all video stimuli would
instantiate the contrast in boundedness, a separate
group of 18 adults from the same population was asked
to watch a subset of the clips and describe what happened in a full English sentence. For this task, the events
in Table 1 were split into two lists, such that each list

Time

Start point

Midpoint

Endpoint

a

b

c

d

Figure 1. Examples of closely related bounded and unbounded
events in Experiment 1: (a) stack a deck of cards (bounded) vs. (b)
shuﬄe a deck of cards (unbounded); and (c) blow a balloon
(bounded) vs. (d) blow bubbles (unbounded)

included only one video in each row of Table 1 and an
equal number of bounded and unbounded events. The
18 participants were randomly assigned to one of the
two lists. Their descriptions were coded for the verb
phrase which was composed of the verb used to describe
the action and the noun phrase used to describe the
aﬀected object(s). The verb phrases underwent linguistic
tests for boundedness (e.g. co-occurrence with phrases
such as in an hour vs. for an hour; see Dowty, 1979;
Smith, 1991; Vendler, 1957) by 4 English native speakers.
Their judgment agreed 94.6% of the time and discrepancies were resolved through discussion. As expected,
stimuli of bounded events elicited bounded descriptions
that included change-of-state verbs or particle verbs (e.g.
stack a deck of cards) or quantiﬁed count noun phrases
(e.g. blow a balloon) 96.7% of the time. Stimuli of

Table 1. Event stimuli in Experiment 1. Related videos appear in the same row. In the training phase, participants saw both events
within a pair. In the testing phase, participants saw only one event from each pair.
Phase

No.

Bounded Events

No.

Unbounded Events

Training

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

fold up a handkerchief
put up one’s hair
stack a deck of cards
group pawns based on colour
draw a balloon
tie a knot
eat a pretzel
ﬂip a postcard
dress a teddy bear
roll up a towel
ﬁll a glass with milk
scoop up yogurt
peel a banana
blow a balloon
tear a paper towel
paint a star

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

wave a handkerchief
scratch one’s hair
shuﬄe a deck of cards
mix pawns of two colours
draw circles
tie knots
eat cheerios
ﬂip pages
pat a teddy bear
twist a towel
shake a bottle of milk
stir yogurt
crack peanuts
blow bubbles
tear slices oﬀ paper towels
paint stuﬀ

Testing

Boundedness Source
Nature of Action

Nature of Aﬀected Object

Nature of Action

Nature of Aﬀected Object
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For the testing phase, we arranged another 8 pairs of
videos into 2 lists. Each list contained one video from
each pair. We counterbalanced whether the event was
bounded or unbounded and whether source of boundedness was the action or the aﬀected object across
lists. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the
2 lists.

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions. In the Bounded condition, the videos of bounded
events shown in the training phase were surrounded by
a red frame while their unbounded counterparts were
surrounded by a black frame. In the Unbounded condition, the reverse assignment occurred.
In the training phase for both conditions, participants
were asked to watch a few videos and to pay attention to
those appearing within a red frame. Their task was to
ﬁgure out what kind of videos were given the red
frame and to decide whether a new video could have
the red frame or not. In the testing phase, participants
saw a new set of videos and for each one they were
asked: “Could the video have a red frame or not?”
At the end of the session, participants were asked to
write down what kind of videos could have a red
frame. This was used as an additional source of information about the category that participants had just
formed.
Results
Results from Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 2. The
data from this experiment (and all subsequent experiments) were analyzed using multi-level mixed modelling
with crossed intercepts for Subjects and Items (Baayen
et al., 2008; Barr, 2008). All models were ﬁtted with the
glmertree or lme4 package in R. The binary accuracy
data were submitted to a logit model with Condition
Proportion of correct responses

unbounded events elicited unbounded verb phrases that
included verbs of activity (e.g. shuﬄe a deck of cards) or
unquantiﬁed noun phrases (bare plurals or mass nouns:
e.g. blow bubbles) 91.2% of the time.
Second, to make sure that people would view the
video stimuli as either bounded or unbounded events,
we asked a new group of 40 participants to answer the
following question after watching each video clip:
“Does it make sense to think of the action in the video
as something with a beginning, midpoint and speciﬁc
endpoint?”. As in the linguistic norming study, the
events in Table 1 were split into two lists, such that
each list included only one member of each row. The
40 participants were randomly assigned to one of the
two lists. As expected, the bounded stimuli elicited Yes
responses 87.2% of the time while the unbounded
stimuli did so only 20.3% of the time (t(1, 39) = 20.05, p
< .001).
Third, to control for the role of agent’s intention on
event perception, we asked a separate group of 20 participants to rate the degree of intentionality for all
videos on a scale from 1 (totally unintentional) to 7
(intentional). There was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between scores for bounded events (M = 5.61) and
unbounded events (M = 5.48) (t (19) = 1.14, p = .210).
Finally, we assessed the degree of visual cohesion of
the bounded vs. unbounded class of events used in
the training phase (see Table 1). We created a new stimulus set by putting together all possible pairwise combinations of the 8 videos of bounded events and
intermixing them with all possible pairwise combinations
of the 8 videos of unbounded events. We asked a
diﬀerent group of 20 people to rate the degree of
visual similarity for each pairwise combination on a
scale from 1 (least similar) to 7 (most similar). The
average rating for pairs of bounded events (M = 2.38)
did not diﬀer from those of unbounded events (M =
2.52) (t (19) = −1.43, p = .169).
For the main experiment, the video stimuli were
arranged into two basic sets corresponding to the
two phases of the experiment (see Table 1). For the
initial training phase, we arranged 8 pairs of events
(4 in which boundedness was due to the Action and
4 in which boundedness was due to the Aﬀected
Object) into a pseudorandomized presentation list
such that any 2 videos within a pair were separated
by at least 5 other videos (so that the contrast
between the bounded and unbounded versions
would not be highlighted). Within the list, a single
video was played in the centre of the screen and
was followed immediately by the next video. The
order of bounded-unbounded events within pairs
was counterbalanced within the list.
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100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Bounded Condition

Unbounded Condition

Figure 2. Proportion of correct responses in Experiment 1. Error
bars represent ± SEM.
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(Bounded vs. Unbounded) as the ﬁxed factor using
centred contrast coding (−0.5, 0.5). The same coding
strategy was followed in all subsequent analyses. We
also examined whether the Source of Boundedness
(Action vs. Aﬀected Object) would inﬂuence accuracy.
Neither this predictor nor its interaction with Condition
(Bounded vs. Unbounded) signiﬁcantly improved the
model ﬁt. Therefore, Boundedness Source was excluded
from the ﬁnal model. As shown in Table 2, Condition had
a signiﬁcant eﬀect such that participants gave more
correct responses in the Bounded condition (M =
84.4%) than in the Unbounded condition (M = 68.1%)
(β = −0.99, z = −3.35, p < .001). Participants performed
at levels diﬀerent from chance for both Conditions
(both ps < .05).
Organisation, neatness and intention (or lack thereof)
appeared in 40%, 20% and 15% respectively of the
answers to the open question about the meaning of
the red frame. Additionally, completion was used in
15% of the answers (exclusively for bounded events)
and repetition was used in 10% of the answers (exclusively for unbounded events).

Discussion
Results from Experiment 1 replicate prior ﬁndings (Ji &
Papafragou, 2020, in press) with a slightly modiﬁed
design. Participants succeeded in identifying the categories of both boundedness and unboundedness. Furthermore, there was an advantage for forming the
category of bounded compared to unbounded events. Participants’ overt conjectures rule out alternative bases for
their responses: they show, for instance, that responses
were not driven primarily by whether the events were completed, intentional, or could be described in certain ways
(see also Ji & Papafragou, 2020, in press). We conclude
that participants represent event classes such as those of
(un)bounded events in non-linguistic cognition.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we asked whether the sensitivity to
bounded and unbounded structure shown in Experiment 1 would aﬀect how viewers process and weigh
temporal slices of events. We adopted a variant of the
Table 2. Fixed eﬀect estimates for multi-level model of event
category identiﬁcation in Experiment 1.
Eﬀect
(Intercept)
Condition

Estimate

SE

z value

1.82
−0.99

0.32
0.30

5.66***
−3.35***

Note. Formula in R: AccTest ∼ 1 + (1|ID) + (1|Item) + Condition
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

“picky puppet task” (Waxman & Gelman, 1986): we presented people with videos containing an interruption
that blocked either the endpoint or the midpoint of an
event and told them that a picky girl liked only one of
these kinds of videos (see also Papenmeier et al., 2019).
We later asked people to guess whether the girl would
like new videos containing mid- or end-interruptions.
We hypothesised that people’s own biases when processing events of diﬀerent types would interact with the
ability to learn someone else’s (ostensibly arbitrary) preference towards disrupted event stimuli. Speciﬁcally, we
expected that, for bounded events where an internal
structure leads to a climax, people would treat the preference for interruptions during temporal endpoints vs.
midpoints diﬀerently (and would have greater diﬃculty
learning that someone else prefers endpoint interruptions). For unbounded events that have a largely
undiﬀerentiated internal structure, however, the endpoint-midpoint diﬀerence should diminish or disappear
altogether.

Method
Participants
One hundred and sixty adults (female 99, male 61; Mage
= 20.1, age range: 18.0-22.1) participated in the experiment. All were undergraduates at the University of Delaware and received course credit for participation. Data
from an additional group of 8 adults were collected
but excluded due to experimenter error.
Stimuli
The same stimuli as Experiment 1 were used. To increase
the visual variety of the stimuli, we created an additional
version of the videos that was identical to the ﬁrst except
that the actor wore a yellow shirt.
All of the videos were then edited in Corel VideoStudio X9 to introduce an interruption taking up one-ﬁfth
of the total video duration (range: 0.8-2.4s). During the
interruption, a blurry picture appeared on the screen.
To create the blurry picture, we selected the midpoint
frame (for interruptions in the middle) or endpoint
frame (for interruptions at the end) in the original
video and then applied an Iris Blur Eﬀect in Adobe Photoshop CS 6 (see the examples in Figure 3). Each video was
edited twice, once to create a mid-interruption and once
to create an end-interruption. The mid-interruption was
centred on the video midpoint, while the end-interruption blocked the last 20% of the video.
Procedure
Participants were invited to watch some videos. The
experimenter told participants that the girl in the
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Beginning

Midpoint

1471

Endpoint

a

b

c

d
Time

00:00.00 (0%)

00:02.00 (25%)

00:04.00 (50%)

00:06.00 (75%)

00:08.00 (100%)

Figure 3. Examples of edited videos in Experiment 2 (a second version showed the actor in a yellow shirt): (a) stack a deck of cards
(bounded) – mid-interruption; (b) stack a deck of cards (bounded) – end-interruption; (c) shuﬄe a deck of cards (unbounded) – midinterruption; (d) shuﬄe a deck of cards (unbounded) – end-interruption.

videos liked performing, but was very picky about her
videos: she liked some videos but not others. The task
was to ﬁgure out what kind of videos the picky girl
liked. Participants were randomly assigned to one of
two conditions depending on the event type (Bounded
or Unbounded) that they were exposed to throughout
the experiment. In the training phase, participants
watched a total of 16 videos. These were comprised of
8 events (No. 1–8 in Table 1 for bounded events, or
17–24 for unbounded events, presented in a random
order), each with two versions shown in succession in
the centre of the screen. The two versions diﬀered in
terms of both the actor’s shirt colour (blue vs. yellow)
and in terms of the placement of the interruption (midinterruption vs. end-interruption, see Figure 4 for

Beginning

examples). Within this phase, half of the time mid-interruptions occurred when the actor wore a blue shirt and
the other half they occurred when the actor wore a
yellow shirt. Even though our hypothesis targeted detection of a mid- vs. end-interruption, we added the change
of shirt colour to ensure that participants would treat the
two (highly similar) versions of each event as diﬀerent
tokens. The order of mid-interruptions and end-interruptions, as well as shirt colours, was counterbalanced.
After each version the experimenter said either, “The
girl likes the video”, or “The girl doesn’t like the video”.
Within the Bounded and Unbounded group, participants
were randomly assigned to one of two Preference conditions. In the “Likes mid-interruption” condition, they
were always told that the picky girl liked the video

Midpoint

Endpoint

a

b
Time

00:00.00 (0%)

00:02.00 (25%)

00:04.00 (50%)

00:06.00 (75%)

00:08.00 (100%)

Figure 4. Example of a training trial for the unbounded event in Figure 3 (shuﬄe a deck of cards) that includes the two versions of the
event: (a) mid-interruption (actor in yellow shirt), (b) end-interruption (actor in blue shirt).
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after mid-interruptions but did not like the video after
end-interruptions. In the “Likes end-interruption” condition, the girl’s preference was reversed. Participants
were expected to detect the girl’s preference based on
the placement of interruptions.
In the testing phase, participants watched a total of 8
videos corresponding to 8 new events (No. 9–16 in Table
1 for bounded events, or 25–32 for unbounded events,
presented in random order). Half of these events were
presented in their mid-interruption version and the
other half in their end-interruption version. Each event
type (bounded vs. unbounded) had 4 lists; participants
were randomly assigned to one of the 4 lists. Each list
included one interruption version (mid- or end-) of
each event; the actor’s shirt colour was counterbalanced
for that event across lists. Types of interruptions and shirt
colour changes were evenly split within each list. After
watching each video, participants were asked: “Will the
girl like this video or not?” They were requested to give
a Yes/No response on an answer sheet.
At the end of the session, participants were asked to
write down what kind of videos the girl liked. The
answers were used as an additional source of information about whether participants related the girl’s preference to a pattern of interruptions.

Results

Proportion of correct responses

Correct responses indicated successful identiﬁcation of
the type of interruptions the girl liked. For instance, in
“Likes mid-interruption” condition, the correct answer
was either a Yes response for a video with a mid-interruption or a No response for a video with an end-interruption. If participants based their conjecture on the
actor’s shirt colour (blue or yellow), they would give a
correct response around 50% of the time since shirt
colour was counterbalanced. As shown in Figure 5, the
proportion of correct responses signiﬁcantly diﬀered
from 50% in both Preference conditions and across
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

both Event types (all ps < .001). This suggests that participants overall were not misled by the change in shirt
colour but instead tracked the placement of interruptions as expected.
The binary accuracy data were submitted to a mixed
logit model examining the ﬁxed eﬀects of Preference
(Likes mid-interruption vs. Likes end-interruption),
Event Type (Bounded vs. Unbounded) and their interaction. We also examined whether shirt colour (Blue vs.
Yellow), contrast (Action vs. Aﬀect Object), placement
of the interruption (Mid vs. End), as well as List would
inﬂuence accuracy. Adding these factors to the model
did not reliably improve the ﬁt. Therefore, these factors
were excluded from further analysis. Random intercepts
were provided for each Subject and each Item (Baayen
et al., 2008; Barr, 2008). As shown in Table 3, the model
revealed an eﬀect of Preference (β = −1.43, z = −4.77,
p < .001), i.e. participants were more accurate when the
picky girl liked mid-interruptions (M = 94.4%) compared
to end-interruptions (M = 83.4%). There was also a signiﬁcant eﬀect of Event Type (β = −1.05, z = −3.31, p <.001),
i.e. participants were more accurate when watching
videos of bounded events (M = 87.3%) compared to
unbounded events (M = 86.1%). Finally, a signiﬁcant
interaction between Preference and Event Type was
detected (β = 1.52, z = 3.86, p < .001). When participants
watched videos of bounded events, they were better at
identifying a preference for mid-interruptions (M =
94.4%) compared to a preference for end-interruptions
(M = 80.3%) (β = −1.47, z = −4.28, p < .001). By contrast,
when participants watched videos of unbounded
events, they were equally good at identifying that the
girl liked mid-interruptions (M = 85.6%) or end-interruptions (M = 86.6%) (β = 0.08, z = 0.34, p > .250).
Recall that, at the end of the session, participants were
asked to write down what kind of videos the girl liked.
These responses are summarised in Table 4. As expected,
the majority of participants mentioned the placement or
eﬀects of interruptions (e.g. “the girl likes when the video
pauses in the middle and then resumes” in “Likes midinterruption” condition; “the girl likes the videos where
everything is masked at the end”, “the girl likes the
videos where she wasn’t done with the task yet” in
Table 3. Fixed eﬀect estimates for multi-level model of
identifying the preference for interruptions in Experiment 2.
Eﬀect

Bounded Events
Likes Mid-interruption

Unbounded Events
Likes End-interruption

Figure 5. Proportion of correct responses in Experiment 2. Error
bars represent ± SEM.

Estimate

SE

z value

(Intercept)
2.91
0.26
11.13***
Preference (Likes Mid- vs. End-interruption)
−1.43
0.30 −4.77***
Event Type (Bounded vs. Unbounded)
−1.05
0.31 −3.31***
Preference * Event Type
1.52
0.39
3.86***
Note. Formula in R: Acc ∼ 1 + (1|Subject) + (1|Item) + Preference + Event
Type + Preference: Event Type
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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Table 4. Counts (N) and percentages (%) of the two types of responses to the open question in Experiment 2.
Event Type
Bounded Bounded
Unbounded Unbounded

Interruption

Preference
Likes Mid-interruption
Likes End-interruption
Likes Mid-interruption
Likes End-interruption

“Likes end-interruption” condition). A small number of
participants responded on the basis of shirt colour (e.g.
“The girl seems to alternate on the basis of the colour
of the shirt”). As shown in Table 4, these conjectures
were most frequent among participants exposed to
bounded events in the “Likes end-interruption” condition. This fact conﬁrms that it was harder to identify
and accept a preference for missing endpoints, especially
for bounded events.

Discussion
In Experiment 2, we tested the hypothesis that the
abstract internal proﬁle of events (or boundedness)
that was found to be psychologically real in Experiment
1 should have implications for how individual time
points are processed within events. This hypothesis predicts that midpoints and endpoints should behave asymmetrically in the representation of bounded events (since
such events have non-homogeneous internal development and their endpoint coincides with the event’s culmination) but should have comparable roles in the
representation of unbounded events (since such events
have a homogeneous structure and no culmination). In
support of this prediction, our data show that participants had more diﬃculty tracking that someone might
like end- compared to mid-interruptions of bounded
events but there was no such diﬀerence for unbounded
events. This result extends, explains and places boundaries on a robust ﬁnding from prior studies on event cognition, according to which event boundaries – especially
event endpoints – are salient within the representation
of an event (see, e.g. Lakusta & Landau, 2005, 2012; Papafragou, 2010; Strickland & Keil, 2011; Zacks & Swallow,
2007): here we ﬁnd that the relative salience of endpoints in event cognition is tied to the internal temporal
architecture of events.

Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, we tested a second prediction of the
hypothesis that an abstract event property such as
boundedness aﬀects how the event timeline is processed. According to this prediction, a global disruption
of the temporal development of an event should be

Shirt colour

N

%

36/40
29/40
37/40
36/40

90%
72.5%
92.5%
90%

N

%

4/40
11/40
3/40
4/40

10%
27.5%
7.5%
10%

more likely to aﬀect event apprehension for bounded
events (where there is non-homogeneous temporal
structure leading to culmination) compared to
unbounded events (where temporal structure is homogeneous). To test this prediction, we examined viewers’
ratings of event videos after we either switched the
order of the ﬁrst and the second half of a video or
showed the video in reverse. We know that such global
disruptions aﬀect event apprehension (e.g. Strickland &
Keil, 2011) but are not fatal. For instance, in a recent
study on event segmentation (Levine et al., 2017),
viewers identiﬁed event boundaries (e.g. the point at
which a skater ﬁnished spinning during a skating performance) in similar ways regardless of whether the
stimuli were played forward or backward (cf. also Hard
et al., 2006; Hard et al., 2011). Assuming that viewers
would be able to extract pertinent event information
from such deﬁcient stimuli, we wanted to see whether
their ratings would diﬀer for bounded vs. unbounded
events. We introduced two disruptions to the stimulus
ﬂow by either playing each video backwards or switching
the order of the two video halves (presumably a milder
change). We expected both of these disruptions (and
especially video reversals) to be more likely to be
judged as disruptive to event processing for bounded
compared to unbounded events.

Method
Participants
Eighty eight adults (female 47, male 41; Mage = 20.3, age
range: 18.3-22.9) participated in the experiment. All were
undergraduates at the University of Delaware and
received course credit for participation. Data from two
additional adults were collected but excluded because
they misunderstood the task.
Stimuli
Four videos of bounded events and four videos of
unbounded events were created for the practice
phase of this experiment (duration: 5-11s, M = 7.5s; see
Table 5). The 32 unedited videos from Experiment 1
were used in the testing phase (see Table 1). To
ensure the representativeness of the newly created
stimuli, we did the same norming studies as in
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Table 5. Video stimuli for the practice phase of Experiment 3.
Boundedness

No.

Events

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

stack the 5 cups on the table
put 20 Q-tips together
erase a star
organize 3 pairs of socks by colour
roll a ball back and forth
grind biscuits
sprinkle pepper
pull a towel

Bounded

Unbounded

Experiment 1. For the ﬁrst of these, 18 new adults were
asked to describe each of the 8 new videos in a full
English sentence. The verb phrases in the descriptions
were tested for boundedness. As expected, bounded
events elicited change-of-state verbs or quantiﬁed
noun phrases 97.2% of the time, while unbounded
events elicited verbs of activity or unquantiﬁed noun
phrases 88.9% of the time. For the second study, a separate group of 20 people did an intentionality judgment
task as in Experiment 1. There was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the rating of members of the bounded
(M = 5.79) and unbounded events class (M=5.60) (t
(19) = 1.46, p = .190).
The 40 videos were edited in Corel VideoStudio X9 to
create two new versions. In the “switched halves”
version, the ﬁrst half and the second half of each video
were switched (see Figure 6a and c). In the “reverse”
version, each video was reversed (see Figure 6b and d).
These new video stimuli were arranged into 4 lists.
Two lists had 20 bounded events and two lists had 20
unbounded events. Each list contained 10 videos with
switched halves and 10 videos that were reversed. The

Beginning

“switched halves” and the “reverse” version were counterbalanced across lists. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of the 4 lists.

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions depending on the Event type (Bounded or
Unbounded) that they were exposed to throughout the
experiment. The experiment started with a practice
phase of 4 trials where participants watched two
videos with switched halves and two videos in reverse.
They were told that similar videos would be presented
in the testing phase. The practice phase was aimed to
familiarise participants with edited videos. After practice,
participants were asked to watch one video at a time and
decide how confusing the video looked on a scale from 1
(not confusing) to 7 (extremely confusing). On an answer
sheet, they circled a number on the scale.

Results
Results from Experiment 3 are shown in Figure 7. Participants’ rating of the videos were analyzed using multilevel mixed modelling with Event Type (Bounded vs.
Unbounded) and Video Type (Switched halves and
Reverse) as the ﬁxed factors and crossed random intercepts for Subjects and Items. As in previous experiments,
we also examined the eﬀect of Contrast (Action vs.
Aﬀected Object). However, neither this factor alone nor
its interaction with other factors improved model ﬁt.
Thus, it was not included in the ﬁnal model. As shown

Midpoint

Ending

a

b

c

d

Time

Figure 6. Examples of edited videos in Experiment 3: (a) blow a balloon (bounded) – switched halves; (b) blow a balloon (bounded) –
reverse; (c) blow bubbles (unbounded) – switched halves; (d) blow bubbles (unbounded) – reverse.
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4
3.5
Rating of the videos
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3
2.5
2
1.5
1
Switched halves
Bounded Events

Reverse
Unbounded Events

Figure 7. Average rating of the videos in Experiment 3 (on a 7point scale). High ratings indicate highly confusing videos. Error
bars represent ± SEM.

in Table 6, there was a ﬁxed eﬀect of Event Type (β =
−0.66, t = −5.42, p <. 001), such that participants rated
videos of bounded events as more confusing than
videos of unbounded events, and of Video Type (β
=0.69, t = 11.21, p < .001), such that reverse videos were
rated as more confusing than videos with switched
halves. There was also a signiﬁcant interaction between
Event Type and Video Type (β = 0.28, t = 2.24, p = .026),
i.e. the diﬀerence between the two conditions was
greater in the “switched halves” videos than in the
reverse videos.

Discussion
In this experiment, we disrupted the global temporal
sequence within an event and asked whether these disruptions would be assessed diﬀerently for bounded and
unbounded events. Even though these disruptions were
not particularly troublesome overall (mean ratings
stayed below the midpoint of a 7-point scale), they
resulted in more confusion when they occurred within
bounded compared to unbounded events; furthermore,
the more extreme the disruption (as in video reversals),
the more likely it was to aﬀect bounded events disproportionately. These results provide empirical evidence
for the conclusion that event cognition tracks boundedness (i.e. the abstract internal temporal proﬁle of events)
and uses such information to form a coherent event
representation.
Table 6. Fixed eﬀect estimates for multi-level model of video
rating in Experiment 3.
Eﬀect
(intercept)
Event Type (Bounded vs. Unbounded)
Video Type (Switched halves vs. Reverse)
Event Type*Video Type

Estimate

SE

t value

2.08
−0.66
0.69
0.28

0.10
0.12
0.06
0.12

21.07***
−5.42***
11.21***
2.24*

Note. Formula in R: Rating ∼ 1 + Event Type + Video Type + Event Type:
Video Type + (1 | ID) + (1 | Item)
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

Prior literature on event cognition has deﬁned events as
temporal segments with beginnings and endpoints (e.g.
Zacks et al., 2007) and has revealed asymmetries
between event processing at event boundaries compared to other temporal slices (such as midpoints, e.g.
Gold et al., 2017; Newtson & Engquist, 1976; Swallow
et al., 2009). Nevertheless, notions such as event midpoints and endpoints have remained hard to deﬁne,
and have until recently not been integrated into a
broader theory of events and event types.
The present study began by oﬀering empirical
support for the hypothesis that people are sensitive to
diﬀerences in the internal temporal proﬁle of events,
i.e. they distinguish between bounded (non-homogeneous) and unbounded (homogeneous) events
when they assemble representations of an event (Experiment 1). This hypothesis was consistent with linguistic
treatments of aspect or telicity (e.g. Bach, 1986; Krifka,
1989, 1998) and prior experiments from non-linguistic
categorisation tasks (Ji & Papafragou, 2020, in press; cf.
Strickland et al., 2015). In two further experiments we
provided support for two predictions of this hypothesis
about the way people process information along the
timeline of dynamically unfolding stimuli. In Experiment
2, we found that people represent temporal slices such
as midpoints and endpoints diﬀerently depending on
the perceived nature of the event (bounded vs.
unbounded): interruptions that blocked either event
midpoints or endpoints were treated identically for
unbounded events but asymmetrically for bounded
ones. In Experiment 3, we found that violations of temporal sequence within an event are tolerated to a
diﬀerent degree for bounded compared to unbounded
events: disruptions of the temporal sequence within
bounded events were judged as more confusing compared to similar disruptions within unbounded events.
Together, these results bear on several strands of
research on event cognition. At the broadest level, they
conﬁrm the conclusion that people attend to the property of boundedness (i.e. the internal temporal contour
of events) when assembling representations of dynamically unfolding experience. Thus the present data contribute to growing evidence that the units of event
cognition are themselves quite abstract (Ji & Papafragou,
2020, in press; Strickland et al., 2015; see also Hard et al.,
2011; Hard et al., 2019; Loucks et al., 2017). Furthermore,
by showing that the notion of boundedness that was
inspired by treatments of linguistic meaning extends to
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properties of events in conceptual structure, our data
indirectly support the presence of parallels between
event language and event perception (see also
Brockhoﬀ et al., 2016; Folli & Harley, 2006; Hafri et al.,
2013; Lakusta & Landau, 2005; Malaia, 2014; Papafragou,
2015; Strickland et al., 2015; Tversky et al., 2011).
More relevantly for present purposes, our ﬁndings
have implications about how event cognition ﬁlters the
temporal dynamics of experience in the process of building coherent event representations of diﬀerent types.
Most obviously, our data provide new evidence for the
importance of event endpoints, extending and enriching
previous literature that compared endpoints with starting points in motion events (Lakusta & Landau, 2005,
2012; Papafragou, 2010; Regier & Zheng, 2007; Wagner,
2009), and other work comparing event boundaries to
intermediate points in an event timeline (Gold et al.,
2017). Our results connect the salience of endpoints
over other event slices to a broader framework concerning the fundamentals of event structure. Within this framework, endpoints carry diﬀerent weight depending on
the type of event that is being perceived: for bounded
events that have internal structure, endpoints are privileged over other temporal slices such as midpoints but
not so for unbounded events that lack internal structure.
Furthermore, notions such as endpoints and midpoints
are embedded into a broader event architecture that
tracks properties such as homogeneity and can be disrupted in diﬀerent ways depending on the proﬁle of
the perceived event.
Furthermore, our data bear on Event Segmentation
theory (e.g. Zacks et al., 2007; Zacks & Swallow, 2007)
that oﬀers a mechanism for chunking dynamic input
from experience into discrete event tokens. Recall that,
on this theory, people predict boundaries of events by
tracking changes in the input and place event boundaries
at moments of maximum, highly unpredictable change.
The present data are consistent with the major tenets of
this theory, since the diﬀerences between bounded and
unbounded events can be related to the predictability
of the internal temporal development of an event. For
unbounded events with a homogeneous structure (e.g.
shuﬄing a deck of cards), internal development can be
predicted from the very beginning. By contrast, for
bounded events with a non-homogeneous structure
(e.g. stacking a deck of cards), it is harder to make predictions about upcoming development because such events
are composed of several steps. Put diﬀerently, the endpoints in bounded events, when maximum changes
occur (e.g. the cards become a stack), are highly salient
to observers and can be actively used for both identifying
the event category (Experiment 1) and reasoning about it
(Experiments 2 and 3). By contrast, the endpoints of

unbounded events – since they do not involve major
changes - are not as salient and do not drive cognitive
processing eﬀectively. This overall line of reasoning is consistent with ﬁndings from a recent eye tracking study
showing that, at the video oﬀset, people pay more attention to the action and the object in resultative events that
involve a high degree of change in the aﬀected object
compared to events with a less salient change of state
(Sakarias & Flecken, 2019).
Our results go beyond Event Segmentation theory in
one important respect, however. In that model, the
notion of boundary does not specify whether the event
has reached its natural endpoint or has simply stopped.
In the present account, the notion of boundedness
allows us to specify boundaries in a more nuanced
way: even though both bounded and unbounded
events can and do come to an end, endpoint represents
something diﬀerent in each case (reaching an inherent
endpoint, i.e. culmination, as opposed to mere cessation
respectively; see Figure 1). Thus the linguistically based
notion of boundedness oﬀers a subtler way of deﬁning
events and event boundaries in event cognition.
Finally, our results bear on a recent proposal according to which events are represented as a series of intersecting representations of the objects in them
(Intersecting Objects History theory; Altmann & Ekves,
2019). This proposal is supported by neural evidence
that participants track multiple object changes when
reading event descriptions, presumably connecting
such changes to how an event unfolds (Hindy et al.,
2012; Solomon et al., 2015). The idea that object state
changes play a critical role for event cognition is consistent with our ﬁndings which show that observers are sensitive to the diﬀerence between bounded events that
involve pronounced object changes and unbounded
events that lack a speciﬁc or observable change in the
aﬀected object. However, unlike this theory, our own
approach does not take object changes (and corresponding events) to occur independently of an observer
but rather views boundedness as a property of the cognitive representation of events (in that sense, it leaves
open the possibility that the very same object state in
the world might be construed as either a bounded or
an unbounded event; see next section).

Extensions and future directions
The present results can be extended in a number of
directions. First, the methods used to test the processing
of event stimuli in the present experiments involved
judgment tasks without time constraints. These
methods allow us to understand human cognitive processing but could be extended to include additional,
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time-sensitive measures of event interpretability (e.g.
measures tapping how the boundedness proﬁle of an
event is calculated as the mind processes a dynamically
unfolding perceptual input stream; cf. also Huﬀ & Papenmeier, 2017).
Second, our video stimuli, created against the clean
background of a lab room, highlighted the actor, the
action and the aﬀected object, controlled for how intentional the events looked, and were constructed so as to
be readily perceived in either bounded or unbounded
terms. In reality, however, events are encoded in richer,
more complex contexts which can inﬂuence how
viewers represent the event structure. Furthermore, in
many cases, the same situation can be encoded as
either bounded or unbounded depending on the perspective of the viewer. For instance, an instance of an
unbounded event used in our experiments, shuﬄing
poker cards, may be conceptualised as a bounded event
in a setting where a couple of friends are about to play
a poker game (the endpoint of the event would be
deﬁned by the moment that the cards are ready to use,
i.e. by context; Depraetere, 2007; Filip, 2001; Hard et al.,
2006; Zacks, 2004; Zacks & Tversky, 2001). In other cases,
whether an event is construed as bounded or not might
depend on the zoom lens on the situation (cracking a
peanut is bounded but cracking peanuts is not). Future
research needs to address how perceptual information
and higher-level contextual knowledge are integrated in
determining the boundedness proﬁle of an event.

Final thoughts
In sum, we have presented evidence suggesting that
viewers represent the abstract internal proﬁle of events
(or boundedness) and process individual event time
points in accordance with underlying assumptions about
event structure. These results contribute to our understanding of how humans perceive and interpret dynamically unfolding events and bear on ways in which event
representations can be further used for describing, remembering and processing human experience.
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